The safety of anaesthesia delivered by rural generalist anaesthetists: a scoping review of the literature

ABSTRACT:

Introduction: Rural generalist anaesthetists (RGAs) are central to the delivery of health care in much of rural and remote Australia. This article details a systematic review of the literature specifically asking the question, ‘What is the current evidence of the ‘safety’ of anaesthesia delivered by RGAs?’

Methods: Six databases were searched using terms including ‘safety’, ‘rural’, ‘anaesthetics’, ‘general practitioners’, and associated search terms. Relevant articles were assessed for rigour, and...
information was summarised using qualitative grid analysis that included information on the study setting, participants, methods, limitations and key result areas. The primary author developed key themes from the data, which were refined in discussion with other authors.

**Results:** The safety of RGAs was described using five concepts: appropriate training and leadership, rates of complications, volume or scope of practice, access to equipment, and case selection.
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**FULL ARTICLE:**

**Introduction**

Rural generalist anaesthetists (RGAs) in Australia currently train for 4 years to gain general practice fellowship, with 1 year of this training time allocated to completing advanced skills training in anaesthesia. This year of anaesthetic training is overseen and examined by the Joint Consultative Committee of Anaesthesia (JCCA)\(^1\). The JCCA was formed in 1994 as a tripartite committee of elected representatives from the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners (RACGP), Australian College of Rural and Remote Medicine (ACRRM) and the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists (ANZCA)\(^2\). From February 2023, the JCCA will be superseded by the Diploma of Rural Generalist Anaesthesia (DRGA). Similar to the JCCA, the DRGA is a collaboration between the RACGP, ACCRM and ANZCA and is governed by a tri-college committee. (The DRGA curriculum is available at anzca.edu.au.)

RGAs are central to the delivery of elective and emergency anaesthesia and the acute care of critically unwell patients in much of rural and remote Australia. Without a well-trained RGA workforce of sufficient numbers, Australia would struggle to provide anaesthetic services outside of urban locations or make viable other crucial healthcare services that are reliant on anaesthetic support such as obstetrics, surgery, emergency medicine and critical care. RGAs also provide essential support to other rural doctors when managing critically unwell patients. As generalists, RGAs also bring added value to rural health services, other rural doctors when managing critically unwell patients. As medicine and critical care. RGAs also provide essential support to anaesthetic support such as obstetrics, surgery, emergency medicine and critical care. At the national level, RGAs work across a broad scope of rural medicine including general practice, palliative care, emergency medicine, aged care, Aboriginal health, paediatrics, general internal medicine and more.

The current policy of ANZCA is to support the delivery of anaesthesia by RGAs in areas ‘where there are no specialist anaesthesia services’\(^3\). Inherently, the wording of ANZCAs publicly articulated position on RGA service delivery raises questions about RGA practice. Most significantly, is anaesthesia delivered by RGAs less safe than that delivered by specialist anaesthetists? Due to the central role of RGAs in rural and remote health services, evidence detailing RGA training, volume of practice, scope of practice and service outcomes, would prove exceptionally useful. This data could be used for health service and workforce planning, and to drive clinical change or provide reassurance when aspects of RGA procedural practice are in question.

**Conclusion:** RGAs are pivotal in the delivery of health care in rural and remote communities. The sparse literature available on RGA safety is broadly grouped into five areas. There is a need to characterise and describe the role of RGAs, review and revise training and education, recognise RGA scope of practice and understand how RGAs lead the management of safety and risk in their practice.

The process of reconciling what constitutes adequate training, safety, and the assessment of RGA practice is complex. Currently, data detailing the delivery and outcomes of anaesthetic services by RGAs are inconsistent and incomplete. Information is collected via numerous credentialling bodies, continuous professional development (CPD) programs run by several medical colleges, as well as by the many state, federal and private organisations that fund RGA services. Consequently, there is no single RGA data repository, making it difficult to reach reliable conclusions regarding the simplest of enquiries. For example, it is not officially known how many RGAs currently provide services in Australia. The closed Facebook page Rural Anaesthesia Down Under has collected the most comprehensive RGA demographics. A recently published estimate is that there are 568 RGAs\(^4\), however, the data are continually updated and now suggests there are 679 actively practising RGAs in Australia (Dr Greg Coates, pers. comm., December 2021).

Contemporary anaesthetics in health services in Australia and other developed countries are considered safe procedures\(^5\). Safety is an abstraction that does not exist as a discrete entity and is difficult to measure retrospectively, let alone to predict. It has been described in terms of patient indicators including the absence or minimisation of death, disease, disability, discomfort and dissatisfaction\(^6\). However, safety can also be described in terms of the structures and processes of risk avoidance and risk mitigation\(^7\). RGAs can be considered a structural (human resource) intervention to meet the challenge of the absence of specialist anaesthetists in rural health services. The authors are interested to consider how safety is measured, what discourse is occurring in terms of safety management and where the nidus of control lies in the rural health context. This article details a systematic review of the literature specifically asking the question, ‘What is the current evidence of the safety of anaesthesia delivered by RGAs?’

**Methods**

Literature relating to the safety of anaesthetics performed by RGAs published after 1950 as accessed using electronic literature databases (MEDLINE, Emcare, Scopus, Web of Science, CINAHL and Cochrane), which were searched using the following terms (PRISMA search protocol registration number CRD42018102883):
Inclusion criteria for articles included that they were written in English and involved human subjects. Search results were imported into the citation management system Endnote vX9.3.3 and duplicates were removed. Title and then abstract of each article were screened and articles excluded if they were not relevant to the four search enquiries as above. Titles were reviewed of the references from these initial articles and relevant articles included in the literature review process.

All included references underwent critical appraisal using The Joanna Briggs Institute suite of critical appraisal tools (https://joannabriggs.org/critical_appraisal_tools). Each article was appraised independently by authors PG and LW. Articles were judged independently on a Likert scale of ‘very low rigour’ to ‘very high rigour’. The results were then compared and where discrepancies occurred a judgement of rigour was made by consensus.

A thematic analysis of the articles was conducted by PG. As the lead researcher undertaking this literature review, PG is a practising RGA who is also involved in the selection, training, education and support of both trainee RGAs and practising RGAs. As an informed insider, PG’s professional experience shaped the analysis. Several articles were read aloud by the team to develop an initial qualitative analysis grid. This coding grid was used to analyse each journal article in turn, with new content areas brought to the group for exploration and sense-making. Further codes were developed through consensus. Themes were derived from findings that emerged across a number of studies. Themes were further refined by PG following further group critical discourse. When complication rates were included in an article and urban comparisons were not provided, the author sought contemporaneous Australian urban comparisons.

Results

The initial database searches found 22 765 articles (final search November 2021), and the number was reduced to 12 458 after duplicates were removed (Fig1). Following 12 403 articles being excluded by title, 55 abstracts were reviewed and 13 articles were included: 12 in the initial process and then an additional one article found from the references of the original articles.

Ten articles were from Australia, with two from Canada and one international study. Most articles were published after 2001, used clinical audit or surveys and were of moderate to high rigour (Table 1).

None of the reviewed studies provided a definition of ‘safety’; rather, it was inferred that safety was understood by the reader. ‘Quality’ and ‘safety’ were often used synonymously in the articles reviewed. Five themes were identified from the reviewed articles:

1. appropriate training and leadership
2. rates of complications
3. volume or scope of practice
4. availability of equipment
5. case selection

For each of the five themes, the articles are discussed in near chronological order. This reflects the evolution of rural generalist anaesthetic practice.
Table 1: Characteristics of publications included in the literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Article first author name [reference]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia/Canada/USA</td>
<td>Orser 2019 [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of publication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996–2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach / design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td>Glazebrook 2006 [17], Orser 2019 [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation of curriculum design</td>
<td>Craig 1993 [9], Craig 1993 [18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptable</td>
<td>Craig 1993 [9], Craig 1993 [18]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![PRISMA flow chart](image)

**Figure 1:** PRISMA flow chart.

1. Appropriate training and leadership

Eight articles considered the link between training or CPD and safe
anaesthetic practice. In relation to initial training, a 1994 study found a mean training time of 7.5 months, with most respondents receiving training at a level ‘too junior’ for subsequent independent practice. This sentiment was supported by a rural doctor survey in 1992 in which respondents felt they had ‘inadequate preparation for rural practice’, particularly in procedural areas. No studies identified optimal training time for GPs wanting to deliver rural anaesthesia. In Australia the 1994 Rural Medicine Curriculum design project created a framework for a 12-month GP anaesthetist (GPA) training program. Although two of the formal learning objectives had a specific focus on safety including demonstrating skills for safe practice and adaptability to change in anaesthetic practice, the link between training and safe procedural practice was not subject to appropriate evaluation.

Five articles considered continuing professional development of GPAs. Trained and experienced medical and other health professional staff were recognised as required to ensure that there was little ‘difference in the quality of that care provided when compared with care expected in urban hospitals’. A parallel reference by the same authors concluded that ‘how technical competence is maintained’ is an important determinant of quality in rural health care. Both recency and content of training were considered important, with one study describing that 71% of GPA respondents (n=209) had accessed anaesthetic upskilling within the previous 12-month timeframe while only 44% of respondents had accessed a specific difficult airway course within a previous 3-year timeframe. Barriers identified included distance to training and lack of locum cover. These were consistent with barriers identified in a 2006 literature review that specifically looked at obstacles to the maintenance of advanced procedural skills for rural and remote practitioners in Australia. In relation to training, one reference recommended ‘locally delivered courses aimed at not just GPAs, but also associated health staff, particularly nursing staff in rural operating theatres and emergency departments’.

One reference approached the provision of safe anaesthetic care from a leadership perspective and from the assumed position that specialist anaesthetists were ‘ultimately responsible to facilitate access to high quality care’. This 2019 reference was written by a multinational team and provides a summary of the literature, the current situation and recommendations for the future of rural and remote anaesthesia in affluent countries, specifically Australia, Canada and the USA. It highlighted that ‘rural and remote settings do not provide the volume or complexity of cases required to attract and retain a highly specialized physician workforce’. Consequently, the authors urge a collaboration between all care providers to ‘provide timely access to safe anaesthesia’ and offer solutions under four broad headings.

- flexible work arrangements – including specialist outreach programs to support the continued practice of non-specialists
- formal networks of care to encourage collaboration between specialists and non-specialists. Quality, including outcomes, would then belong collectively to the region
- clinical coaching by specialist anaesthetists of ‘other care providers’ in rural locations
- telemedicine to facilitate greater specialist involvement in the delivery of rural and remote anaesthesia and pre-operative evaluation of surgical patients.

The authors conclude that these solutions will ‘strengthen and stabilise’ anaesthesia care teams in rural and remote regions. However, there is no discussion on potential challenges or drawbacks with the recommendations.

2. Rates of complications

Six of the thirteen references in this review discussed complication rates (Table 2). Comparisons between studies prove complex due to layering of confounding factors. Confounding factors include, for example, the location of the study (rural or remote, emergency department or theatre), the anaesthetic technique examined, equipment used and the clinical experience of the study participants.

A 1994 survey of South Australian GPAs reported a failed intubation rate of 50/10,000, which was described as higher than the comparison rate reported in this study of 5–35/10,000. Although this finding seems to suggest significantly greater complication rates, it is not clear whether the definition and reporting processes for the study differed from the collection methods of the comparison data.

Complication rates of 116 epidurals performed over a 10-year period (1974–1983) by non-specialist rural anaesthetists were reviewed by Orser 1988. This retrospective audit found a major complication rate of 16.3% versus 4.2–10.5% reported from two other contemporaneous references (1973 and 1983) that studied labour epidural anaesthesia at university and community hospitals. In this instance, a major complication was defined as any of the following: dural tap, punctured vessel, toxic reaction, hypotension, paralytic, transient paraesthesia or subarachnoid injection. In stark comparison to the 1988 Orser review, Watts’ 1992 study was a prospective audit of 324 epidurals performed over a 5-year period (1986–1991) by a single practitioner in rural South Australia. The author reported no major complications although the definition of what constitutes a major complication is unclear. The total complication rate was 18.7% of the obstetric epidurals reviewed. This study collected information on all obstetric epidural complications and listed them as failure, blood in catheter, dural tap and difficulty feeding the catheter. The incidence of complications for non-obstetric epidurals was 17%, and complications were listed as failure, dural tap, headache, hypotension (systolic blood pressure <90mmHg), pain on injection and dizziness. Watts reported that the incidence of dural tap,
blood in the catheter and failed epidurals compared favourably to other studies. The incidence of maternal hypotension of 24.6% was compared to a study by Crawford et al 1986, which used the same parameters to define maternal hypotension and reported an incidence of 14.6%. Interestingly, maternal hypotension doesn’t appear to be considered either a major or minor complication in the study design. Webb and Kantor 1992 reported a complication rate of 23% when retrospectively auditing 225 epidurals performed over a 5-year period in a rural Canadian hospital. Hypotension occurred in 12% of patients, while the dural puncture incidence was 1.8%. The above audits were undertaken more than 27 years ago. They were done at a time when there was no formal training in anaesthesia for family physician anaesthetists in Canada or for rural GPs in Australia.

A 2012 retrospective audit by Mills and Newbury of 889 consecutive episodes of anaesthesia delivered over a 5-year period (2006–2010) in the hospital of a small, remote town in South Australia documented no perioperative deaths, and the researchers found 16 intraoperative and 7 postoperative problems documented in the anaesthetic records. A difficult intubation rate of 1% compares favourably to 1993 Australian Incident Monitoring System data, which cited an incidence of 4%. Similarly, the rate of hypotension and hypertension of 0.34% compares well to that of a 2008 study that reviewed adverse physiological events during 3790 anaesthetics and found an incidence of 1.77%. This may reflect careful case selection by the anaesthetists as 95% of patients were American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status I or II, and 51% were aged between 5 and 50 years. Despite the limitations of a retrospective audit with small sample size, these findings indicate that a GP can provide safe anaesthesia in a small, remote hospital.

Hays et al undertook a series of interviews with patients, their families and rural healthcare workers that considered the quality of procedural rural general practice. The authors proposed three determinants of quality in procedural rural medical care:

- **structural** – staff, equipment, space, consumables
- **process** – equity of access, convenience, cultural appropriateness, technical expertise
- **outcome** – patient satisfaction, cost, patient functionality, complication rates.

Complication rates were considered a key component of the outcome determinant.

### Table 2: Summary of complication rates with contemporaneous comparators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author first name [reference]</th>
<th>Data collection period</th>
<th>Data description</th>
<th>RGA complication rate (% or per 10 000)</th>
<th>Comparison complication rate (% or per 10 000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult intubation</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hypo/hypertension</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
<td>1.77%†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† No comparator was referenced, therefore a contemporaneous comparator was sought.

RGA, rural generalist anaesthetist.

### 3. Volume and scope of practice

A 2006 survey performed by Davie focused on the work practices of Australian GPAs who undertake the JCCA Maintenance of Professional Standards Program. This research documented self-reported scope of practice and volume of practice. The article did not express any opinion regarding appropriate caseload or scope of practice. Davie found that 18.9% of respondents were administering >500 anaesthetics per year, 51.8% undertook 151–500, 11.6% 101–150, 17.7% of respondents were administering 100 or fewer anaesthetics per year, with 3.6% reporting less than 25. Sixty four percent administered epidurals, which was comparable to a 1996 survey of Western Australian GPAs. The mean minimum age of paediatric anaesthesia was 4.1 years. This age was higher than the 1996 survey of Western Australian GPAs. Only 4% reported that they had no minimum age for elective paediatric surgical patients as compared to Watts and Bassham (1994), who reported 46% of GPAs were providing anaesthesia to patients in the 0–12-month age range. These findings suggest a significant change in either rural surgical practice or GPA practice over 10 years from 1994 to 2006, with greatly reduced early childhood anaesthesia performed by Australian GPAs.

Watts’ 1992 study prospectively reviewed the administration of 324 epidurals over a 5-year period. The author concluded ‘this study shows that a GP anaesthetist with twelve months’ training, performing one to two epidurals per week can provide a safe and effective epidural service’.

A visual analogue scoring system was used by Watts and Bassham (1994) to determine how comfortable GPAs were in the provision of anaesthesia. The study found that GPAs with higher anaesthetic caseloads felt more comfortable providing anaesthetic services. The authors concluded that ‘those GPs who practice infrequent anaesthesia or feel very uncomfortable doing so would
be advised to stop’. Furthermore, the authors made the judgement ‘It is inappropriate that 46% of GP anaesthetists provide anaesthesia for the 0 to 12 months paediatric age group and such services must be rationalized’. This statement appears to be based on the assumed high-risk nature of anaesthesia in this age group without discussion of case selection.

Mills and Newbury’s 2012 audit reviewed 889 consecutive anaesthetic events delivered predominantly (98%) by four resident RGAs at a rural South Australian hospital over a 5-year period. This audit reported that 89% of anaesthetic events (n=790) occurred in patients with an ASA physical status of I or II. Determining the ASA rating of patients is important for both RGA case selection and scope of practice. Emergency surgery occurred in 6% (n=50) of patients with an ASA physical status of I or II. The remaining 5% (n=49) were patients with an ASA physical status of III. No ASA III patients had emergency surgery in the 5-year period of the study. In relation to paediatric anaesthesia, 8% (n=67) were aged <5 years, 9% were aged 5–15 years and 83% were aged >15 years. Within the limits of a retrospective audit, the anaesthetic complication rates were favourable compared to other contemporaneous studies (see section ‘Rates of complications’).

4. Availability of equipment

Hays et al (2005) specifically referenced ‘necessary equipment that is maintained’ as a key component of the structural determinant of quality of rural procedural practice. Other than a reference to anaesthetic machines, the authors did not expand further on what was meant by ‘necessary equipment’.

A 1994 survey of 76 (of an estimated 92) South Australian GPAs explored approaches to potentially difficult anaesthesia. The survey included access to different types of monitoring equipment and found 100% had access to pulse oximetry and continuous ECG monitoring, 85% had access to capnography, 73% to automatic non-invasive blood pressure and 37% had access to a nerve stimulator. Of significance is that all these monitoring systems are now mandatory in hospitals across Australia.

One of the most contemporaneous pieces of research that looked at access to equipment was undertaken by Leeuwenburg. The author surveyed 293 rural GPAs across Australia and specifically looked at the availability of equipment in rural hospitals for the management of difficult airways. This study was primarily concerned with GPA access to difficult airway equipment considered mandatory by ANZCA in Technical Document T01 (since superseded by PSTS). The author found that 53% of survey respondents did not have access to a difficult airway trolley, despite well published algorithms that detailed the equipment needed for this potentially life-saving equipment.

5. Case selection

Watts and Bassham 1995 stated that ‘Rural GP anaesthesia is an area of anaesthetic practice which requires particular skill in case selection’. They reported that ‘most’ GPAs surveyed would avoid anaesthetising ASA III–V patients, patients with severe asthma, unstable angina, morbid obesity, renal failure and known anaesthetic risk factors. In looking at the quality of rural procedural practice, Hays et al recognised that case selection was an important caveat to their conclusion that ‘rural medical procedural care can be of an acceptable quality’. Mills and Newbury’s 2012 audit attributed the low rates of anaesthetic complications found in their study to case selection and a number of organisational factors.
recommendation calling for the JCCA to implement a CPD program. The CPD requirements for RGAs were implemented by the JCCA as a result of recommendations made by the Victorian Coroner in 2016 in the wake of the tragic death of 42-year-old Delta Poke. Mrs Poke presented to an urban Victorian day surgery in 2011 for a second-trimester termination of pregnancy. She suffered a cardiac arrest during her anaesthesia and sadly passed away due to global cerebral ischaemia. The Victorian Coroner found that the urban GPA responsible for Mrs Poke’s care should have completed a full set of vital signs including obtaining oxygen saturation level prior to delivering the anaesthetic and that this represented ‘a gross departure from accepted clinical practice standards’, which contributed to the cause of Delta’s death. Although several systems issues were identified in the coronial inquest, the Victorian Coroner did not make any recommendations directed at the facility and concluded that these did not contribute to Mrs Poke’s death. Through the process of this coronial inquest, the Victorian Coroner in 2016 in the wake of the tragic death of 42-year-old Delta Poke.

In Australia, RGAs are subject to a triennial compulsory CPD program. The CPD requirements for RGAs were implemented by the JCCA as a result of recommendations made by the Victorian Coroner in 2016 in the wake of the tragic death of 42-year-old Delta Poke. Mrs Poke presented to an urban Victorian day surgery in 2011 for a second-trimester termination of pregnancy. She suffered a cardiac arrest during her anaesthesia and sadly passed away due to global cerebral ischaemia. The Victorian Coroner found that the urban GPA responsible for Mrs Poke’s care should have completed a full set of vital signs including obtaining oxygen saturation level prior to delivering the anaesthetic and that this represented ‘a gross departure from accepted clinical practice standards’, which contributed to the cause of Delta’s death. Although several systems issues were identified in the coronial inquest, the Victorian Coroner did not make any recommendations directed at the facility and concluded that these did not contribute to Mrs Poke’s death.

The impetus for the development of the current JCCA CPD program appears to have occurred in response to a single, albeit tragic, event and the conduct of a single, urban-based GPA. This raises questions about the factors that shape standards and education for the entire cohort of Australian RGAs. Future research is needed into the RGA CPD program. These changes came into effect for the 2017–2019 CPD triennium with the aim of improving anaesthetic safety and promoting the professional standing of GPAs.

The impetus for the development of the current JCCA CPD program appears to have occurred in response to a single, albeit tragic, event and the conduct of a single, urban-based GPA. This raises questions about the factors that shape standards and education for the entire cohort of Australian RGAs. Future research is needed into the RGA CPD program. These changes came into effect for the 2017–2019 CPD triennium with the aim of improving anaesthetic safety and promoting the professional standing of GPAs.

The impetus for the development of the current JCCA CPD program appears to have occurred in response to a single, albeit tragic, event and the conduct of a single, urban-based GPA. This raises questions about the factors that shape standards and education for the entire cohort of Australian RGAs. Future research is needed into the RGA CPD program. These changes came into effect for the 2017–2019 CPD triennium with the aim of improving anaesthetic safety and promoting the professional standing of GPAs.

The impetus for the development of the current JCCA CPD program appears to have occurred in response to a single, albeit tragic, event and the conduct of a single, urban-based GPA. This raises questions about the factors that shape standards and education for the entire cohort of Australian RGAs. Future research is needed into the RGA CPD program. These changes came into effect for the 2017–2019 CPD triennium with the aim of improving anaesthetic safety and promoting the professional standing of GPAs.

Comparing complication rates between the published studies is tempting; however, there are multiple critical junctures where numerous clinical decisions can be made in any given anaesthetic technique. These junctures include, for example, the location of the procedure, the type of procedure, choice of equipment, choice of agents and dosing of agents. In addition, decisions relating to study design create a second layer of confounding factors including, for example, different definitions of what constitutes a complication, the specific purpose of the research and whether anaesthetic complication was a primary or secondary focus, the make-up of the research team and the personal and professional experiences each member brings to the team, the research methods employed, and the resources available to the research team.

This article demonstrates that retrospective comparison of complication rates is complicated. The research currently available relating to RGA complication rates is insufficient to make any meaningful evidence-based assertions. If rates of complications are to be used as a surrogate marker of the safety of RGA practice, prospective, high-volume clinical audits are needed. Given the inherently low volume of many rural and remote anaesthetic services, this may require multiple comparably designed smaller studies to be merged.

It is crucial for rural anaesthesia research to consider the multifarious nature of RGA contexts and the inextricable role that context has in shaping RGA practice. In relation to patient safety, RGAs are continually balancing the tension between patient safety and patient access to medical care. This tension causes rural generalists to push themselves to the limits of their scope of practice and has been termed ‘clinical courage’. It would be valuable to assess and understand how RGAs provide leadership in the management of safety and the mitigation of risk in rural anaesthesia clinical practice. ANZCA is considered the anaesthesia content expert; however, RGAs possess the context expertise and an adaptive expertise required to provide generalist health care to their communities. The recommendations made by Orser et al focus on facilitating rural anaesthetic service leadership by urban specialist anaesthetists. Furthermore, they state that ‘ultimately, we believe that it is the responsibility of specialist anaesthesiologists and academic health science centers to facilitate access to high quality care’.
published the outcomes of a 2020 symposium. This article further develops the concept of providing anaesthetic networks of care and articulates a clear desire for community-led solutions. Rural context is highly nuanced, therefore should we be seeking local leaders regardless of their specialist or generalist qualification, rather than presuming leadership will come from specialist urban centres?

Ongoing caseload refers to the total number of anaesthetic cases in any given period, usually 12 months. Appropriate scope of practice refers to the caseload mix and includes patient factors such as age and ASA classification, the range of surgical cases anaesthetised, the range of anaesthetic techniques employed, the range of airway management techniques employed, and supplementary procedures performed (e.g., fibreoptic intubation, insertion of arterial lines, insertion of central venous catheters). The results of this scoping review suggest that the majority of RGAs embark on procedures, for which they are appropriately trained, on patients deemed safe to have a specific procedure in a particular rural locale.

The study findings highlight the unique nature of two concepts: that of ‘a safe practice’ and that of ‘a safe profession’. Medicine as a profession is inherently urban-centric and there is an entrenched and growing investment in specialisation that focuses on depth rather than breadth of care. Specialisation enables individual practitioners to limit their scope and increase the depth of expertise in a focused area, hence limiting risk. The health benefits of specialisation are now less than the health outcomes foregone by its inherent inflexibility. In contrast, rural medicine is highly dependent on, and invested in, both generalism and integrated interdisciplinary practice. The cultural shift in medical practice towards specialisation influences how generalism is viewed, and that an extra level of skepticism is imposed on rural settings because they are further removed from what are considered to be progressively concentrated urban centres of excellence. The findings of this study demonstrate the need to consider the safety of RGA practice within the context of ensuring patient access to care, while managing with limited human and physical resources to provide safe anaesthesia in rural and remote communities that cannot support specialist anaesthetists. Future research in this area could focus on what is the optimal standard of care in a particular rural and remote context. This is, potentially, another extensive area of research.

It is an ongoing cause of concern to the RGA profession that an urban-centric view informs what is considered safe practice without regard to patient access. Concerns about what constitutes an appropriately safe scope of practice for RGAs continue to be raised. Examples of decisions that have been made in rural locales include the cessation of the following: elective anaesthesia to children under 10 years of age, caesarean sections requiring a general anaesthetic, and elective anaesthesia to anyone with a body mass index above 40. Decisions in health care with limited evidence, underpinned by ‘safety concerns’ hold gravitas. These decisions can often have a profound impact on the provision of health care in rural communities.

A key body of future research would be to describe RGA geographical areas of practice, and their scope and volume of practice, via a nationally consistent clinical audit. This information would prove useful for state, territory and federal agencies that are responsible for rural healthcare workforce planning and service delivery.

Inequities in health care between metropolitan centres and rural and remote areas of Australia have been well established in the literature. Given the inherent high-risk nature of anaesthesia, one would imagine that equipment designed to deal with adverse outcomes or complications would be readily at hand. However, the references included in this review suggest otherwise. As the most contemporaneous research in this area was 2012, updated data is required to identify areas of need and foci for equipment training and development.

Case selection is arguably one of the most important skills for RGAs. It is a complex decision-making process that considers patient factors, surgical factors, facility factors and individual RGAs’ personal factors before making the final decision to proceed, defer or cancel the proposed surgical procedure. Several of the references referred to the importance of case selection; however, there were no references identified in this review that explored the process of case selection by RGAs. It would be extremely valuable for health services and credentialling bodies to understand and respect the decision-making process undertaken by RGAs when assessing individual patient fitness for anaesthesia. Outcomes of such a body of work could include frameworks that support contextualised decision making. If done carefully, the process of implementing such frameworks in individual rural and remote hospitals would stimulate valuable discourse among key staff.

Conclusion

The current thin evidence in relation to the outcomes of RGA practice has allowed anecdote to characterise the profession, leading to generalisations being made about RGAs based on isolated cases. This has led to an image of RGAs as poorly trained, risk-taking practitioners. Further peer-reviewed evidence is required to ensure safe, affordable health care for people living outside of urban locations leading to minimise the gap in emergency and surgical outcomes for rural and remote Australians.
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